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Factors that may accelerate decomposition are important for ecosystem
functioning since plant litter decomposition is essential for carbon and
nutrient cycling, but it is a generally slow process, which can take weeks up
to years. In this context, studies have demonstrated that the chemical
characteristics of litter mixtures can accelerate decomposition through several
mechanisms. Tropical riparian forests are known for their high diversity of tree
species, which leads to a wide array of litter types in tropical streams, each with
distinct chemical properties. This underscores the key role of litter chemistry in
significantly influencing the litter breakdown rate within of these streams. Here,
we explore the interplay among litter chemistry, plant species diversity, and litter
decomposition in tropical streams. We highlight the importance of litter physical
and chemical characteristics for decomposition, as well as of the preservation of
the natural floristic composition of tropical riparian forests. In this sense, more
attention must be paid to the influence that the environment and phylogeny may
have on the phytochemical characteristics of riparian forest plant species in
different tropic biomes, and how the insertion of different exotic species
interferes with the decomposition process. Furthermore, we emphasize the
need for additional research into the consequences of the loss of rare plant
species with unique functional characteristics to decomposition in tropical
ecosystems.
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Introduction

It is well established that terrestrial plant litter stands out as the predominant and most
crucial source of carbon (C) and nutrients for forested streams (Webster and Benfield, 1986;
Wallace et al., 1997; Gessner et al., 1999; Graça et al., 2015). Thus, over the years, some
conceptual models on leaf dynamics and decomposition in streams have been proposed for
understanding the ecological processes that occur in aquatic ecosystems, focusing on the
entry, transformation, and decomposition of mainly fallen leaves. Initially the focus was on
the entry of leaves into streams and the physical fragmentation of these leaves due to
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abrasion by mechanical action as they move with the water (Nykvist,
1959). This initial focus was followed by the idea that leaf quality,
consumer activity and environmental factors (such as water
temperature and dissolved oxygen) are important in determining
the rate of leaf decomposition, recognizing that decomposition is a
more complex process than simple physical fragmentation (Webster
and Benfield, 1986; Gessner et al., 1999). More recently, it has been
established that these variables, and the effects of diversity are
important in determining the rate of leaf decomposition (Graça
et al., 2015).

Factors that can accelerate decomposition, such as species
diversity in litter mixtures, are important for ecosystem
functioning since plant litter decomposition is essential for C and
nutrient cycling (Wallace et al., 1997). Still, it is generally a slow
process, which can take weeks up to years (e.g., Gonçalves et al.,
2007). In forested streams, the riparian tree canopy decreases the
solar irradiation in the stream, limiting its primary productivity, and
therefore the food webs obtain most of their energy from the
decomposition of terrestrial litter (Gessner et al., 1999). Low leaf
litter decay rates can alter the flux of C (sink) and nutrients through
various trophic levels in these ecosystems (from decomposers to
predators; Gessner et al., 2010). With the acceleration of litter
decomposition in forested streams, there is an increase in C
metabolization (release of CO2) to the atmosphere, changing its
stock, export and availability to consumers (Benstead et al., 2009).
The phenomenon that increases the release of CO2 may contribute
to climate change (Manning et al., 2018). Also, faster litter
decomposition may load in the reduced form of nitrogen (N),
phosphorus (P) and other nutrients into the ecosystem,
promoting the streams’ eutrophication (Graça et al., 2015).

Hundreds of experimental studies have been developed to assess
the implications of diversity reduction on key ecosystem processes
due to current human-driven biodiversity loss (Hector and Bagchi,
2007; Srivastava et al., 2009; Cardinale et al., 2011; Tilman et al.,
2012; Mori et al., 2020). While evidence points to a consistent
positive effect of plant species diversity on primary productivity
(Cardinale et al., 2011; Tilman et al., 2012), studies have failed to
demonstrate an apparent effect of plant species diversity on
decomposition, especially in aquatic environments–since this
effect is more evident in terrestrial environments (Srivastava
et al., 2009; Cardinale et al., 2011; Mori et al., 2020). In this
context, some studies have suggested that chemical diversity in
litter mixtures rather than species diversity is a more determining
factor in this process (e.g., Epps et al., 2007; Handa et al., 2014). The
recognition of the importance of the chemical diversity of plant litter
for decomposition is not new (e.g., Wardle et al., 1997), and more
recently, this has been demonstrated empirically by studies in both
aquatic and terrestrial environments (e.g., Handa et al., 2014; Boyero
et al., 2021).

The chemical characteristics of litter are one of the main drivers
of the activity of microbial decomposers and fragmentation by
invertebrates and, consequently, the decomposition of leaf litter
in forested streams (Cornwell et al., 2008; Boyero et al., 2016; Zhang
et al., 2019). These litter characteristics refer to a set of intrinsic
chemical attributes, commonly referred to as ‘detritus quality’, in
which higher quality litter (e.g., litter with higher concentrations of
nutrients and lower phenolic and lignin contents) offers higher
palatability and nutritional value with less toxicity for detritivore

animals and microbial decomposers than lower quality litter (e.g.,
litter with a higher concentration of recalcitrant and phenolic
compounds and lower concentrations of nutrients) (Gessner
et al., 1999; Graça et al., 2015). Lignin and cellulose are essential
structural constituents of plant cell walls, providing rigidity and
strength to plant cell walls to withstand mechanical stress, protect
against pathogens and herbivores, and maintain their structural
integrity (Gessner, 2020). Consequently, litter rich in these
compounds tends to be highly refractory, leading to slow
decomposition (Graça et al., 2015; Zhang et al., 2019). In
addition, the secondary compounds (e.g., phenolic compounds)
are a group of secondary plant metabolites that are produced as
a chemical defense against insects, ultraviolet radiation, and
microbial infections (Lill and Marquis, 2001; Gould and Lee,
2002) and can remain in the leaf after senescence and negatively
affect the colonization of plants decomposers (Bärlocher and Graça,
2005; Moretti et al., 2009).

Leaf litter also contains varying amounts of N, P and other
essential macronutrients needed for plant growth (Reichardt and
Timm, 2020), which also stimulate the rate of decomposition (Graça
et al., 2015), as they are equally indispensable elements for the
metabolism of decomposers (Madan and Thind, 1998; Gessner et al.,
1999). Besides, we should consider that leaf litter’s elemental ratios
(mainly C:N, C:P, and N:P) have been proposed as predictors of
nutrient limitation in aquatic ecosystems, for example, N:P <
14 indicates limitation by N; N:P between 14 and 16 indicates
colimitation by N and P and N:P > 16 indicates P limitation
(Danger, 2020). Also, the excess of C can directly restrict other
elements on consumers (Elser et al., 2012).

Chemical diversity significantly influences the decomposition of
litter mixtures within forested streams, primarily due to variations in
the chemical composition of individual litter species (Epps et al.,
2007). The key mechanism driving this process is the transfer of
nutrients from nutrient-rich litter to those with lower nutrient
content (Salamanca et al., 1998). Consequently, this nutrient
transfer can spur the decomposition of lower-quality litter,
thereby accelerating the overall decomposition of the mixture
(Gessner et al., 2010; Handa et al., 2014; Rabelo et al., 2022).
This transfer of nutrients and essential compounds occurs
through fungal hyphae, which form connections between distinct
litter components and facilitate leaching (McTiernan et al., 1997).
However, it is important to note that secondary inhibitory
compounds present in the litter can also influence the
microhabitat of mixed litter decomposition. Their leaching
increases acidity and toxicity, potentially hampering
decomposition and limiting microbial activity within the mixed
litter (McArthur et al., 1994). Additionally, alternative mechanisms
come into play, such as the stimulation of microbial processing
(Bardgett and Shine, 1999), alterations in habitat complexity for
detritivores (Sanpera-Calbet et al., 2009), and complementarity in
the use of resources–the use of complementary resources derived
from different types of plant litter by consumers (Vos et al., 2013).
These multifaceted interactions underscore the complex interplay of
chemical diversity in shaping the decomposition dynamics of litter
mixtures in forested stream ecosystems.

Tropical riparian forests are known for their high diversity of
tree species (Wantzen, 2008). This leads to a wide array of litter types
in tropical streams, each with distinct chemical properties
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(Gonçalves and Callisto, 2013; Gonçalves et al., 2014).
Consequently, the litter in these streams can vary significantly,
ranging from nutrient-rich to nutrient-poor and high to low
concentrations of phenolic and lignin compounds. This
underscores the key role of chemical diversity in significantly
influencing the litter breakdown rate within tropical streams.

This work aims to review and explore the interplay among litter
chemistry, plant species diversity, and litter decomposition in
tropical streams. We have outlined two primary inquiries: (i)
What are the key factors influencing plant litter’s diversity and
chemical composition in tropical streams? (ii) How does the quality
and chemical diversity of mixed litter types contribute to the
decomposition process in tropical stream ecosystems?

Plant litter diversity to tropical streams

Low latitudes support a higher plant species diversity in riparian
forests, surpassing other regions (Wantzen, 2008; Slik et al., 2015). In
tropical zones, it is common to find an average of around 100 species
of trees in 1 ha (e.g., França et al., 2009; Wittmann et al., 2010;
Gonçalves et al., 2014), whereas in other parts of the world, like
temperate regions, riparian forests typically host between 5 and
10 tree species (Swan and Palmer, 2004). The species composition of
riparian plants and their phenotypic responses are strongly related
to the heterogeneity environmental, such as natural variations of
edaphic characteristics of soil pH, soil fertility and water availability,
temperature, rainfall and ecological interactions in the community

FIGURE 1
Conceptual model of the interplay among litter chemistry, plant species diversity, and litter decomposition in tropical streams. The factors that
regulate the riparian vegetation (soil characteristics, climate and anthropic actions) determine the composition and diversity of dominant and rare riparian
plant species, and thus regulate the quality and chemical diversity of litter mixtures. The quality and chemical diversity of litter mixtures drive
decomposition in tropical streams.
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defining the high tropical biodiversity (Haridasan, 2008; Bambi
et al., 2016; Miatto et al., 2016; Sena et al., 2022) (Figure 1).

Plant litter entering streams in high latitudes commonly reflects
the diversity and composition of the adjacent riparian community of
tree species (Swan and Palmer, 2004). Nonetheless, this is often not
true in tropical streams because of their higher riparian plant
diversity (Gonçalves et al., 2014; Tonin et al., 2017), the
phenological variation of leaf fall of species (Sakai, 2001) and the
pronounced seasonality (Tonin et al., 2017). Due to this complex
dynamic, tree species from the riparian forest contribute with
different amounts and composition of plant litter to the aquatic
ecosystem throughout the year in streams in the tropics (Gonçalves
and Callisto, 2013; Gonçalves et al., 2014). This results in a plant
litter pool instream with a continuous variety of litter types with
diverse chemical characteristics (Covich, 1988; Tonin et al., 2021).
Also, the composition of the plant litter pool in these streams varies
widely throughout the year (Gonçalves and Callisto, 2013;
Gonçalves et al., 2014). Therefore, the litter mixtures’
decomposition may play a key role, i.e., the way to know how
the energy flow and nutrient reloading for the food web of the
tropical aquatic ecosystem.

Factors that determine the litter chemical
composition into tropical streams

Climate emerges as a principal determinant guiding the
distribution and composition of plant species within terrestrial
ecosystems (Reich and Olesksyn, 2004; Wright et al., 2004)
(Figure 1). This climatic influence gives rise to a latitudinal
gradient in leaf litter properties worldwide, resulting in tropical
riparian forest litter exhibiting heightened recalcitrance, as
demonstrated by Boyero et al. (2017). Consequently, leaf litter
from tropical riparian forests may have higher toughness,
heightened chemical defenses (such as elevated phenolic content),
and a more pronounced phosphorus limitation, characterized by
higher nitrogen-to-phosphorus (N:P) ratios, in comparison to litter
from riparian forests in other regions (Boyero et al., 2017).

The climate also makes riparian forests in tropical biomes
exhibit natural seasonal changes in the amount of litter input
streams (Gonçalves and Callisto, 2013; Gonçalves et al., 2014;
Tonin et al., 2017). For example, the Amazon and the Cerrado
have amarked seasonality in the dynamics of the litter input, relating
to precipitation as a limiting factor (Tonin et al., 2017). These
seasonal variations in the litter input also suggest a change in the
chemistry of the litter budget that has been input in the streams
(Gonçalves and Callisto, 2013; Tonin et al., 2017; Tonin et al., 2021),
as observed for the Cerrado. The concentration of structural
compounds (carbon, fibers, lignin and cellulose) and nutrients (N
and P) is highest in wet and wet-dry transition seasons and
decreased toward the dry season or until the beginning of the
dry-wet transition in this biome (Tonin et al., 2021).

In addition to climate variations, soil characteristics strongly
influence the chemical characteristics of green leaves (Reich and
Olesksyn, 2004) (Figure 1), and these characteristics are often
retained as leaves transition into their senescent phase
(Killingbeck, 1996). However, leaf senescence allows efficient
remobilization of nutrients from leaves to other parts of the

plant, serving as a survival mechanism during adverse
environmental conditions such as drought or water stress (Taiz
et al., 2017). For example, litter from the riparian forests of Cerrado
biome are more refractory (higher C:N and C:P mass ratios and
tougher tissues) than those from the Amazon and Atlantic Forest
biomes (Sena et al., 2022) due to the harsh climatic and edaphic
factors for plants found in the Cerrado, such as low pH, low fertility
and reduced water availability in some periods of the year (Kraus
et al., 2004; Haridasan, 2008; Miatto et al., 2016). Also, much of the
tropical riparian forest litter biomass comes from a few dominant
species (about 20 species dominate litter phenological patterns and
are responsible for more than 70% of annual litter biomass; França
et al., 2009; Gonçalves et al., 2014; Bambi et al., 2016; Rezende et al.,
2017; Tonin et al., 2021). This means that shifts in the identity of
dominant plant species in these riparian forests significantly
influence the litter chemistry within the streams (Tonin et al., 2021).

Although litter characteristics are primarily driven by
environmental variations (Boyero et al., 2017), species phylogeny
also influences the chemical characteristics of the litter budget
(LeRoy et al., 2020; Sena et al., 2022) (Figure 1). Litter from
closer phylogenetic species has more similar chemical
characteristics than litter from distant species due to the
conservation of characteristics during their evolution species
lineages (LeRoy et al., 2020; Sena et al., 2022). For example, in
tropical riparian forest closely related species have similar P contents
in the Atlantic Forest, which suggests that phylogeny is essential for
determining P content within this tropical biome (Sena et al., 2022).
Furthermore, plant species in riparian forests across different
tropical biomes display phenotypic plasticity, leading to distinct
variations in litter chemical characteristics within the same species
(Sena et al., 2022) (Figure 1). This demonstrates that in tropical
riparian forests functional responses of individual traits are induced
by environmental conditions (Boyero et al., 2017; Sena et al., 2022).
Thus, litter budget chemical and physical variations are influenced
by climate variations, edaphic factors, composition of riparian plant
species, species phylogeny and phenotypic plasticity in tropical
riparian ecosystems.

Litter chemistry diversity vs. plant species
diversity on decomposition into
tropical streams

The established correlation between plant species diversity and
various ecosystem processes is well-documented, as demonstrated
by studies by Hooper et al. (2005) and Hector and Bagchi (2007).
This diversity significantly influences the chemical characteristics of
litter, including nutrient content, phenolic compounds, and
structural elements, subsequently impacting decomposer and
detritivore activity and leaf decomposition in streams (Figure 1).
Evidence from previous studies shows that litter species mixtures
can accelerate decomposition by up to 30% compared to single
species in these ecosystems (e.g., Kominoski et al., 2007; Lecerf et al.,
2007; Handa et al., 2014; Oliva et al., 2019), especially at low latitudes
where more generalist detritivores appear to be relatively more
efficient when more varied resources are available, through a
balanced diet effect (Boyero et al., 2016; Boyero et al., 2021).
However, negative or no effects of litter species diversity in
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mixtures on decomposition in streams were also recorded (Moretti
et al., 2007; Ferreira et al., 2012; Frainer et al., 2015; Mori et al., 2020;
Boyero et al., 2021). In this context, it is important to note that an
increase in plant species diversity does not uniformly translate to a
rise in the chemical diversity of the litter stock. Some species may
have functional redundancy or unique characteristics compared to
others in the community (Violle et al., 2017; Dee et al., 2019). When
functional redundancy exists, species extinction may not
substantially affect the ecosystem, as the remaining species can
compensate for their loss (Violle et al., 2017).

Conversely, the extinction of species with distinct sets of
characteristics can significantly impact ecosystem functioning, as
other species in the community cannot readily replace their unique
roles (Lyons et al., 2005; Dee et al., 2019). For example, the absence
of plant species with specific chemical attributes in the litter stock in
tropical streams may decrease fungal biomass and cause difficulty in
leaf decomposition (Rabelo et al., 2022; Rabelo et al., 2023). Thus,
while plant species diversity remains a key for aquatic ecosystem
functioning, as observed in tropical streams (e.g., Handa et al., 2014),
the chemical compounds of the litter stock hold more significant
way over the decomposition process than plant diversity alone
(Handa et al., 2014; Gonçalves et al., 2017; Rabelo et al., 2022;
Rabelo et al., 2023). This underscores the importance of considering
plant diversity and chemical characteristics in studies of
ecological systems.

Importance of chemical characteristics from
dominant and rare plant species for
decomposition into tropical streams

The dominant plant species in the litter (higher relative
contribution) are widely used by decomposition studies
evaluating diversity effects, since they contribute most to
ecosystem processes according to the mass ratio hypothesis
(Grime, 1998). These species are the main species determining
litterfall chemistry patterns (or average quality; Tonin et al.,
2021). Therefore, they may direct decomposition in litter
mixtures through resource concentration effects, that is, litter
mixtures with a higher concentration of nutrients and lower
concentration of secondary compounds, and/or litter toughness
(García-Palacios et al., 2017; Boyero et al., 2021). In general, the
dominant species with a higher nutrient concentration accelerate
decomposition in litter mixtures, whereas those with a higher
toughness or secondary compound concentration delay this
process (Graça et al., 2015), as found by several studies in
tropical and worldwide streams (Gonçalves et al., 2007;
Gonçalves et al., 2012; Handa et al., 2014; Gonçalves et al., 2017;
Zhang et al., 2019).

Despite the low relative abundance of rare plant species, it has
been shown that these species may also play a potentially high role in
the decomposition of litter mixtures due to their unique functional
characteristics (Mouillot et al., 2013; Dee et al., 2019). These
characteristics, such as distinct chemical or physical properties
within the ecosystem (different concentrations of nutrients and
degrees of toughness), can have a notable effect. One study has
tested the impact of the loss of rare plant species on litter
decomposition (Rabelo et al., 2022) and found that the loss of

these species may reduce litter decomposition by around 20% in
tropical streams in Central Brazil, which may lead to a decrease in
nutrient reloading in the aquatic ecosystem. This emphasizes the
need to consider the broader ecological implications of both
dominant and rare species in the context of decomposition
dynamics, especially in tropical regions.

In theory, the loss of rare plant species (conceptualized here as
those with the lowest contribution to biomass) can reduce the
functional diversity of litter mixtures, that is, the variation in
species characteristics relevant to ecosystem functions (Tilman,
2001), and influences the resource concentration. These two
aspects–functional diversity and resource concentration–are
critical in litter decomposition (García-Palacios et al., 2017). It is
expected that the loss of rare plant species will have an impact
mainly on the functional diversity of litter mixtures since rare
species are more likely to have unique functional characteristics
than other more common species (e.g., high concentration of scarce
resources for the community; Mouillot et al., 2013; Dee et al., 2019).
As rare species have a low representation in terms of abundance or
biomass of communities (Rabinowitz, 1981), the effect of rare plant
species on resource concentration is expected to be low. Previous
studies suggest that litter mixtures’ functional diversity can
accelerate decomposition and other related processes, such as
nutrient cycling (Handa et al., 2014; García-Palacios et al., 2017;
Rabelo et al., 2022). This acceleration may be attributed to (i)
nutrients being transferred between different litter types,
facilitated by fungal mediation or leaching (Handa et al., 2014);
(ii) complementarity in resource utilization allowing consumers to
use a broader range of resources from various plant litter types (Vos
et al., 2013); (iii) furthermore, a diverse physical environment
benefits detritivore (Sanpera-Calbet et al., 2009).

The potential loss of rare plant species, particularly prevalent in
high-richness tropical ecosystems (Slik et al., 2015), could
significantly affect decomposition dynamics (Rabelo et al., 2022)
(Figure 1). Moreover, the loss of rare plant species can reduce the
fungal biomass production in tropical streams, especially if the
natural plant species proportion is preserved (Rabelo et al.,
2023). This is because mixtures reflecting an environmental
gradient may have a higher occurrence of positive and non-
additive effects and thus favour more microbial growth (Swan
et al., 2009). For example, fungi can benefit from the higher
resource variability via nutrient transfer by fungal hyphae,
contributing to their growth and activity (Bardgett and Shine,
1999; Chapman et al., 2013).

Importance of chemical characteristics from
exotic plant species for decomposition into
tropical streams

Exotic species are one of the leading drivers of global biodiversity
decline (IPBES, 2019) and often show an initial dominance in
communities (Seabloom et al., 2003). Thus, the invasion by these
species is an important factor driving changes in dominance
patterns (Woitke and Dietz, 2002). When invasive exotic species
have functional characteristics that are different from those of the
dominant native species, they often affect the ecosystem processes
differently. In contrast, when the invader is functionally similar to
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the dominant native species, it affects the ecosystem similarly
(Finerty et al., 2016). Thus, exotic plant species functionally
dissimilar to dominant native plant species can significantly alter
litter decomposition via changes in mixed litter composition.

Tropical riparian forests are constantly invaded by exotic plant
species (van Kleunen et al., 2015), and most studies evaluating the
impacts of these species (e.g., Eucalyptus species) on streams have
reported changes in the seasonality, quantity, and quality of litter
entering streams (Molinero and Pozo, 2004) (Figure 1). These
changes can reduce (Pelizari et al., 2022), increase (Gomes et al.,
2018) or do not affect (Gonçalves et al., 2012) litter decomposition,
which is related mainly to higher or lower chemical and physical
compounds in exotic species (i.e., N and P content and presence of
refractory compounds such as lignin and cellulose) compared to
native species, and to the type of community involvement in the
decomposition process (microorganisms and shredder
invertebrates) (Ferreira et al., 2019). In regions where shredder
invertebrates are not important decomposers and litter
decomposition is microbial-driven primarily, as is often the case
in tropical regions [e.g., Gonçalves et al. (2007)], the litter
decomposition may be less affected by invasive exotic plant
species since their effects are more potent for streams where
shredders are well represented (Ferreira et al., 2016; Ferreira
et al., 2019), although invasion by these species can have
significant impacts on microbial colonization and decomposition
(Gomes et al., 2018).

Conclusion

We seek to demonstrate insights into the intricate links among
litter chemistry, plant species diversity, and litter decomposition in
tropical streams. Our study highlights the importance of litter’s
physical and chemical characteristics for decomposition and the
importance of preservation of the natural floristic composition of
tropical riparian forests.

The higher diversity of environments, the wide variation climate
and the higher richness of plant species in the riparian forests of
tropical streams have required a great effort to increase
understanding of the litter decomposition process in tropical
streams. In this sense, the further steps attention should be paid
to (i) the influence that the environment and phylogenymay have on
the phytochemical characteristics of different plant species in
riparian forests in different biomes; (ii) the impact of possible

limitations on the metabolism of aquatic decomposer organisms;
(iii) and how the insertion of different exotic plant species and the
loss of rare plant species interfere with the decomposer community
and the decomposition process. Furthermore, studies considering
the current context of effects of global climate (Martins et al., 2017)
and environmental changes (Campos et al., 2022) converging with
the suppression or replacement of species in the riparian forests are
required once these changes may maximize the negative impacts on
decomposition in tropical streams.
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